Abseilers are multi talented
across many specialist trades
Antac’s abseilers skill sets are not just limited to window cleaning but are multi
talented including specialist construction trade skills which have proved invaluable
for clients. For instance, at DWP in Exeter, our abseiling
teams painted the inner courtyards where access machinery
was inaccessible. At the Royal Surrey County NHS Hospital
in Guildford, they were present to install pigeon spiking to
improve their pest control and stop pigeons nesting on atrium
edges in order to meet environmental objectives. At John
Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford (pictured), the team, as an emergency, removed
heating pipework along a high wall along a towering wall in a busy public area and
reinstalled a bespoke heating system. At the same time, this removed any danger
to the public and hospital staff while protecting and restoring the Hospital’s valued
mural painting at minimum cost.
However, their tasks are extremely varied with assignments such
as: replacing all window actuators at a Head office within the
financial services sector; providing rescue cover for the
inspection of ladders, radio masts and roofs for MoD sites
exemplified by fitting sun pipes at RNAS Yeovilton (see picture).
They have jet washed the cladding at the Macmillan Cancer
Centre in Central London through the use of vulpex soap and
wax to provide a polished finish; sanded down and painted window ledges, then installing pigeon spikes at
Royal Surrey Hospital; changed the existing lighting to LED at a major London Airport.
Our abseiling teams have a multitude of skill sets in varying environments
including MoD, hospitals, education, Home Office and DWP buildings, financial
institutions and large corporate, commercial organisations which include:

Painting / Decorating



Cladding, fascia and gutter cleans



Eyebolt installation and testing



Lightning Protection System maintenance and testing



Refurbishment concrete repairs



High rise maintenance and servicing (e.g. pigeon spiking)

For further information, call Antac Support Services on 01494 513880 or
Email: enquiries@antac.co.uk

